The logic of searching and (or) *
Broad search: single keyword or phrase

- oppression
- = all content
- = any context
Focus: combine 2 concepts with AND

stereotypes and gays
Narrow: combine 3 concepts with AND

race and class and power
Use asterisk* to find multiple word forms

stigma and elderly

vs.

stigma and elder*

*=elder, elders, elderly
Use asterisk* to find multiple word forms

stigma and elderly

vs.

stigma* and elder*

* = elder, elders, elderly
* = stigma, stigmatize, stigmatization
MORE - use OR with synonyms in ( )

racism and coping

vs.

racism or coping or adaptation

racism and ( coping or adaptation)
Focus: combine 2 concepts with AND

stereotypes and gays
Broaden - use OR with synonyms

stereotyp* and (gays OR lesbians)